The unitary, manifestly covariant operator formalism of two-dimensional quantum gravity, presented previously, is extended to the zweibein formalism. All the two-dimensional (anti)commutation relations between primary fields are obtained in closed form. The four degrees of freedom of the zweibein are shown to be realized as q-number transformation functions of the general coordinate transformation, the local Lorentz transformation and the Weyl transformation. As the result, the explicit expression for the gravitational extension of the Pauli-Jordan D-function is found in terms of the zweibein. Bosonized operator solutions known in solvable two-dimensional models are extended to the quantum-gravity case through the above q-number transformations. § 1. Introduction
in quantum gravity is related to the "flat" spacetime operator i a through the q-number general coordinate transformation, the q-number local Lorentz transformation and the q-number Weyl transformation whose transformation functions are explicitly expressible in terms of the zweibein. Since all components of the zweibein commute two-dimensionally with themselves, i a also commutes with i b, though, of course, the i a,s are not c-number because of the noncommutativity between the zweibein and the B-fields. With the above transformation functions, it is possible to extend the known results in the usual Minkowskian two-dimensional models to those in quantum-gravitational ones. In particular, we find the explicit expression for the gravitational extension of the Pauli-Jordan D-function and that for the bosonization formula of the generally-covariant massless Dirac field.
The present paper is organized as follows. In § 2, we present the zweibein formalism of quantum gravity together with its canonical quantization. In § 3, we consider the symmetry generators of our theory. In § 4, we calculate the twodimensional (anti)commutation relations. In § 5, the relatiori between xp. and i a is established. In § 6, we find the explicit expressions for the gravitational extensions of the Pauli-Jordan D-function and D±-functions. In § 7, we consider the bosonization formula of the massless Dirac field and extend the results to the Thirring modeL The final section is devoted to discussion. In Appendix A, we summarize the zweibein formalism and its peculiar features. In Appendix B, the proof of the unitarity is made in the zweibein formalism by extending the previous result. § 
Zweibein formalism and canonical quantization
We consider the covariant zweibein formalism of two-dimensional quantum gravity based on the following Lagrangian density [see Appendix A for explanation]:
(2·1) (2·2) (2·3)
In (2·2), bp is the gravitational B-field, Cc1 and C r are the gravitational FP ghost and antighost, respectively, and b is the Weyl B-field. The conjugate spin connection wp. defined by (A ·17) simplifies the terms involving b or op.b in (4·2) of Ref. 1) into the last term in (2·2). In (2·3), s is the local Lorentz B-field, t and t being the local Lorentz FP ghost andantighost, respectively. We define the local Lorentz Lagrangian density (2·3) by extrapolating that of the vierbein formalism of quantum Einstein gravity.2),3) The matter Lagrangian density must be Weyl invariant; for definiteness we take a massless Dirac field one .L D.
The Lagrangian density (2 ·1) is invariant under the following BRS transformations up to total divergence: [1] Here the second equality of (2·15c) and (2·19) for X=bp, b, S are indirect results: We use (2·20) to derive (2·15c). From the antisymmetric part of (2·15), we obtain (2·19) for X=s. As for X=b p and b in (2·19), see Ref. 1). Because of (A·19), (2·17) is equivalent to R=0. 4) The canonical variables are hl-'a, b, c l1 , Cr, S, t, t and cf;. The canonical conjugates are as follows (@ =-00 ([):
Setting up the canonical (anti)commutation relations, we can calculate all the equal-time (anti)commutation relations concerning the primary fields in closed form.
Employing the following abbreviated notation, [A, B'l=[A(x), B(y)]lo, O'=O'(Xl_yl)
with the subscript 0 denoting to set x o = yO, we have In this section, we consider the symmetry of our theory by constructing symmetry generators from the field equations.
The field equations (2·16) and (2·19) are summarized in terms of the d'Alembert equations (3·1) From (3 ·1), we obtain the following conserved hermitian charges: 
where 
Note that W=P(b) and ML=2P(s) constitute the center of this superalgebra. § 4_ Two-dimensional (anti)commutation relations
From the field equations and the equal-time (anti)commutation relations, we can calculate the two-dimensional (anti)commutation relations.!) We postulate the uniqueness of solution to Cauchy problem even if its coefficients and initial data are q-number.
Since h·p a is expressible in terms of hv b , hv b and their spatial derivatives because of (2-16)~(2-18), (2-43) and (2-44) lead to
for any non-negative integers m and n. Those results may be understood as the manifestation of the two-dimensional commutativity:
To obtain other tw,o-dimensional (anti)conimutators, we introduce the quantum gravity D-function and massless S-function by the following Cauchy problems:
Then (4·3), (4-4) and the uniqueness of Cauchy problem yield the two-dimensional commutativity between anyone of {hpa(
x), ¢(x), {f)(x, y), S (x, y)} and either of {{f)(z, w), S (z, w)}. We can also prove fD(x, y)t=-{f)(y, x)={f)(x, y), . S(x,y)t=-yOS(y,x)yo=-yOS(x,y)yO, {¢(x), f(y)}=iS(x,y).

Using the integral representation of X(y):2)
we can show
where the differential operator .:f p( qJ) is defined by the Lie derivative of qJ in the general coordinate transformation:
with cP(x) being an infinitesimal transformation function; explicitly, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) since qJ is a world tensor. From the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem, we can further show thae)
[{f)(x, y), X(z)] = i1)(X, xP)[opX{f) (x, y)-{f)(x, z)+iJ/{f)(x, y)-{f)(y, z)]. (4-17)
. Therefore, the integral representation (4 ·13) with (4 ·17) yields the (anti)commutators between two twelve-dimensional supercoordinates:
(4·18) § 5. Zweibein field as q-number transformation function
As stated in the Introduction, our primary motivation of introducing the zweibein is to transfrom gl'v into r;ab. The tangent-space-canonical coordinate x a and the world coordinate xl' are related through the general coordinate transformation up to the local Lorentz transformation and the Weyl transformation in terms of the zweibein:
with cw(x) and CL(X) being the respective transformation functions.
Integrability condition of (5·1) (EI'V02 xa/oxl'oxv=O) is written as
On the other hand, from (A· 5) and (A ·17), we have
Furthermore, from (2·18) (i.e., El'vOI'Wv=O) and (2·17) (i.e., EI'VOI'COv=O), it is possible to integrate WI' and COl' path independently:
where the initial point of integration is fixed arbitrarily. Thus the solution to (5·3) is found to be
where a and/3 are c-number constants satisfying
Integrating (5·1), we obtain
where P denotes the point of contact, or the origin of the canonical coordinate. From (5·4), (5·5) and (A·4), it is easy to show that ia(x) satisfies the d'Alembert equation,
as it should be. For later use, we introduce the difference of two points in the canoriical coordinate system by (5 ·13) which is independent of the point of contact, p. The corresponding "light-cone" coordinate is which satisfies the following equalities:
with epv(x) being the anti symmetric tensor defined in (A·2).
Let rex, y) denote the square of the (rescaled) geodesic distance of two points x P and yP defined by (5·20) with an appropriate scale factor function ;t(x). Since it should be simply given by because of (5·15) and (5·16). We can evaluate the sign of rex, y)lo in the following way. From (A·5) with v=l, we have
Op.(h I O± hll)=(rp}+ wp.)(h I O± h/)+ rp.IO(h o O± hOI) .
Substituting the identity into (5·23), we obtain hence Op.(hIO±hl l ) (hIO±hl l )
Wp.
-00,
where the line integral is path independent because of (A ·10) with R=O. The overall sign factor of (5·26) is determined so as to be consistent with the Minkowskian limit hp.a--+op.a. Then, the path independence of the integral in (5·21) yields
In quantum gravity, the i a,s are no longer c-number coordinates although they commute with themselves because of (4·3). There, we treat two-point operator rex, y), rather than i a itself; this is because quantum theory should be irrelevant to such a classical concept as a fixed point of contact. Using (3·6) and (3·8) for rp=hp.a together with (A· 6) and (A ·17), we have
[
iM(X, Y), w lI (z)]=7}( Y, xP.)X(Z)OP.WlI(Z)+7](Y, w)ellA(z)oAX(Z) -7]( Y, W)OllX(Z)-E(X, Y)(X~ Y) .
Hence we obtain the following transformation properties of f±(x, y):
(5·31)
[iM(X, Y), P(x, Y)]=7]( Y, xP)(X(x)o,<,x+ X(y)o/)f±(x, y) -7](Y, &)[aC(X)f±(x,y)+,8g±(X; X,y)] ±7](Y, w)[,8C(X)P(x, y)+ag±(X; x, y)]
where Although the right-hand side of (6·4) could formally be rewritten as 
by using the properties of logarithm, (6·5) is actually equal to -8( -.;:)= 8(';:)-1 but not to 8(';:). We must be very careful for taking the correct branch of logarithm.
It is possible to define D(x) and 15(x) uniquely by the following Cauchy problems:
D(x)lo=-~E(Xl), (6'10) aoD(x)lo=O, (6'11)· where script 0 denotes to set xO=O_ From (6·2) and (6'3), or (6'6)~(6'11), D(x) and D(x) are mutually related through
where x a == -E ab 7jbcX c . Integrating (6'13), we obtain (6'12) (6'13) (6'14)
(6'15)
In defining the positive/negative frequency part of D(x), we introduce a positive constant jJ. to avoid infrared divergence: 5 )
DD(+)(x)=O, iD(x)=D(+)(x)+ D(-)(x).
(6'16) (6'17) (6'18) (6'19)
Given two functions f and g satisfyingD/=Dg=O and f alg-'> 0 and ad·g-'>o as Xl-,> ±oo, we define a one-dimensional convolution of f and g by
Then D(±)(x) is defined by
which satisfies (6'17)~(6'19) with tildes for all the D's. One should note that D(±)(x) is not Lorentz invariant:
We have the following formulae:
!*D=! for any!,
(6·23) (6'24)
Similarly, the massless S-function in the two-dimensional Minkowskian spacetime is an even invariant function defined by the Cauchy problem
with the solution The positive/negative frequency part of S(x) is given by
Now, we consider the gravitational extensions of the above expressions. From (4·17) and the two-dimensional commutativity between hpa(z) and flJ(x, y), we have (6'34) [
[iP(X), fD(x, y)]=r;(X, xP)(o,/+o,/)fD(x, y),
iM(X, Y), flJ(x, y)]= r;( Y, xP)(X(x)opx+ X(y)o/)flJ(x, y)-t(X, Y)(X
whence the gravitational D-function fD(x, y) is a Weyl-invariant affine scalar. This fact infers that fD(x, y) can be rewritten into D(i(x)-i(y)) through the transformation defined by (5'13): 
flJ(x, y )=D(i (x)-i (y))
1
= -zt(j°(x, y))e(r(x, y))
___ 1_1 -(j-(x, y)-iO)(J+(x,y)-iO)
Indeed, it is straightforward to see that (6·36) satisfies (4·5)~(4·7) by making use of (5·16), (5·17), (5·27)*) and (5·19). One should note that g)(x, y) is independent of the parameter a although f±(x, y) defined by (5·14) is dependent. This is due to the positive definiteness of the Weyl transformation under which both the sign function € and the Heaviside function e are invariant.
The gravitational extension of 15, denoted by fD(x, y), is defined by the Cauchy
Its solution is given by fD(x, y)=15(X(x)-iCy))
1
= -z€(P(x, y))e( -rex, y)) __ 1_1 (j-(x,y)-iO)(J+(x,y)+iO) -4Jri og (j (x, y)+ iO)(J+(x, y)-iO) = -fD(y, x) =[fD(x, y)p .
(6·37)
The relations between g)(x, y) and fD(x, y) are obtained by generalizing the corresponding ones in the Minkowskian case:
d"XfD(x, y)= -e"V(x)dvxfl)(x, y), g)(x, y)=-l:dz"e"V(z)d/fD(z, y),
Although there is no intrinsic meaning to the positive/negative frequency at the operator level in quantum gravity, we may define g)(±)(x, y) as the quantity satisfying the following relations:
d"Xg"V(X)dvXg)(+)(X, y)=O, ifl)(x, y)=fl)(+)(x, y)-[g)(+)(x, y)p , g)(+) * g)(+)(x, y)=ig)(+)(x, y).
We then set *) We assume that if e(r(x, y)) vanishes classically, it also vanishes in quantum gravity.
(6·44) (6·45) (6·46) fl)(->(x, y)= -[g)(+)(x, y)F . (6·47)
In (6·46), we have used the formal gravitational extension of the one-dimensional convolution, which is defined by for two bilocal operators Jl(x, y) and $(x, y) satisfying the d'Alembert equation in y and in x, respectively. In the same way as above, we find the solution to (6·44)
fl)(±)(x, y)=D(±)(i(x)-iCy))
=+ 4~[IOgtt(j-(x, y)+iO)+logtt(r(x, y)+iO)+i71"] =_g)('f)(y, x).
The positive/negative frequency part of fff(x, y) is given by
fff(±)(x, y)=jj<±)(i(x)-iCy))
=+_1_1 j-(x,y)+iO -471" og rex, y)+ iO = -fff('f)(y, x)
= -[15(±)(x, y)F .
The relations corresponding to (6·27) and (6·28) are, of course, satisfied.
(6·49)
As for the gravitational extension of the massless S-function, defined by (4 ·8) and (4·9), we should take care of the effects of the local Lorentz transformation and the Weyl transformation. Then, we obtain 
S (x, y)= e-(a'2)<ii(x)-(fl/ 2 )W(X)i'S(i (x) -i (y ))e-:-(aI2)<ii(Y)+(fl/2)W(Y) i' = ie(a'2)<ii(x,Y)+(fl/2)W(X,y) i' y!-'(x )a!-,x fl) (x, y)
= S(y, x) = -r O[ S (y, x)F yo ,
[iP(X), fl)(±)(x, y)]= 1](X, x!')(a,/+B/)fl)(±)(x, y)± 2~ 1]CX, &) , (6·54) [iM(X, Y), fl)(±)(x, Y)]=1]( Y, x!')(X(x)a!'x+ X(y) 0/) fl) (±)(x, y)
±_1_ (Y &)[2a C (X)+f3(6·55) - - - - 1 - [iP(X),
fl)(±)(x, Y)]=1](X, x!')(a!,x+a/)fl)(±)(x, y)+27r1](X, w), (6·56) [iM(X, Y), m(±)(x, Y)]=1]( Y, x!')(X(x)a!'x+ X(y)a!,Y)m(±)(x, y)
+L (y &)[ g:-(X; x, y) 471"1] , f(x,
471"1] , f (x,y)+zO r(x,y)+zO -E(X, Y)(X <--> Y); [iP(X), S (±)(x, y)]= 1](X, x!')(a!,x+ 0/) S (±)(x, y)
(6·57) + 1](X, &) S (±)(x, y) + 1](X, w);s S (±)(x, y) , (6·58) [
iM(X, Y), S (±)(x, y)]= 1]( Y, x!')(X(x)a!'x+ X(y)a/) S (±)(x, y) + 1]( Y, &)X(x) S (±)(x, y)+ 1]( Y, W)X(X)y5 S (±)(x, y)
±~1]( Y w )e(aI2)W(X,Y)+(PI2)W(X,y) T' y!'(x)a x[ g:-(X; x, ;:)
471" ' .
!' f(x,y)+zO -E(X, Y)(X <--> Y) . g:+(X; X,y)] r(x, y)+iO (6·59) As seen from (6·54) and (6·56), neither the global Weyl invariance of fl)(±)(x, y) nor the internal Lorentz invariance of m(±)(x, y) is satisfied. § 7. Bosonization formula
Due to the results obtained in § 6, it is straightforward to extend the bosonization formula· in the two-dimensional Minkowskian spacetime 7 ) to the quantum-gravity case, provided that the model considered is Weyl invariant. For this purpose, we summarize the properties of the massless scalar field coupled with gravity, in the first place.
Replacing J: D in (2 ·1) by J: s defined by we obtain the following:
op.gp.])o])¢=O, [¢(x), ¢(y)]=ig)(x, y), [¢(x), hp.a(y)] =0 , [¢(x), fJ)(y, z)]=O, [¢(x), X(y)]=i7)(X, xP.)Op.¢(x)·fJ)(x, y), [iP(X), ¢]=7)(X, xP.)Op.¢, [iM(X, Y), ¢]=7)( Y, xP.)XOp.¢-€(X, Y)(X<---7 Y).
We introduce the conjugate field ¢, which is defined by (7 ·2) (7 ·3) (7'4) (7 '5) (7 ·6) (7 ·7)
op.¢=-ep.])o])¢. (7'8)
Note that (7·2) is nothing but the integrability condition of (7·8). Hence! assuming limxl_-oo¢(x)=O, we can integrate (7·8) as where the initial point of integration is set to (XO, -=). From (7'8), ¢ satisfies
Op.gp.])O])¢ =0.
Furthermore, from (6'43) and (6·42), we obtain
[¢(x), ¢(y)]=ifD(x, y)+f, [¢(x), ¢(y)]=ig)(x, y).
(7 '10) (7 '11)
By means of fJ)(±)(x, y) defined by (6'49), we formally define the positive/negative frequency parts of ¢ and ¢ (note, however, that we do not yet introduce the state vector space):
¢(x)=¢(+)(x)+¢(-)(x) ; ¢(±)(x)=-ig)(±)* ¢(x) ,
¢(x)= ¢(+)(x)+ ¢(-)(x).
From the convolution properties of fJ)(±) and gj(±), we obtain 
[¢(±)(x), ¢(+)(y)]=g)(±)(x, y), [¢(±)(x), ¢(±)(y)]=O,
Now, we consider the bosonization formula for the massless Dirac field. Since the bosonized Dirac field is not identical with the genuine one r/J, the former is denoted by ¢ =( ~;), which satisfies
{¢j(x), ¢k(y)}={¢ix), ¢1(y)}=O for e(r(x, y))=O, (7'24)
The solution, in terms of ¢, <$ and the zweibein, is given by (7 ·26) where colons indicate to arrange the product in the order <$(-), ¢(-), ¢(+), <$(+) and U =( ~:) with Uj being a complex number such that*) (7' 27) We can find (7'26) by the same q-number transformation discussed in § 5 from the corresponding formula in the Minkowskian case. Since it is straightforward to check that (7·26) satisfies (7'23), we have only to consider (7'24) and (7'25) . From (7' 26), we have
Since eAeB=e[A,BleBeA if [[A, B], A]=[[A, B], B]=O, we have
Furthermore, since we have *) Here and hereafter no summation convention applies to indices j, k.
(7'28)
5}/jk(X, y)=iJr[( -l)je(p(x,y»-( -l)ke( -P(x, y»] for e(r(x, y»=O
from (6·36) and (6·40), ¢ obeys Fermi statistics (7·24).
If both [A(±), B(±)] and [A(±), B(+)] commute with both A(±)
and B(±), the identity holds. From (7·17)~(7·22), therefore, we have
where
1J1j~±)(x, y)=:exp[i/;{¢(x)-( -l)j¢(x)±[¢(y)-( -l)k¢(y)]} -~(cV(x)+cV(y»-f((-l)jW(X)+(-l)k w(y»}. (7·40)
For j*k, we have
For j=k, we have
{¢/x), ¢/y)}=O. (7 
On the other hand, since 
we obtain (7 ·46) Thus the canonical anticommutation relations (7·25) are satisfied. Next, we consider the gravitational extension of the bosonized current.
S )
First, we define the hermitian point-split current by
where a superscript t stands for matrix transposition. From (7·37) and (7·38), we obtain
cA(h;.o-( -l)ih/) + iO (7 ·49) Hence where use has been made of the equality Then we find
which is a natural extension of that in the Minkowskian case.
The above formulae are easily extended to the Thirring model since it is Weyl invariant. We see)
where Z is a renormalization constant, and parameters a and b satisfy
ab=7C , A -a+b=27r (a+b)
with A being a coupling constant. The bosonized current is defined by (7·53) (7·54) (7 ·55) where E=-ElJe/' *) and Jth(X; E) is defined by replacing ¢ in (7·47) by ¢Th. Then, ¢Th satisfies the following field equation: (7 ·56) as well as Fermi statistics and the canonical anticommutation relations.
In concluding this section, we give a comment on ¢. [
Therefore, we obtain*) 
(7·62) (7 ·63) (7·64)
In the present paper, we have constructed the zweibein formalism of twodimensional quantum gravity and obtained all the full (anti)commutation relations. Our theory has quite a large symmetry superalgebra consisting of 86 generators which unify the spacetime symmetry and the internal Lorentz symmetry.
Our most important result is that the spacetime parameter xl' in two-dimensional quantum gravity is related to the flat spacetime operator i a through the q-number transformation whose transformation functions are explicitly expressible in terms of the zweibein. Since i a commutes with the matter fields as well as i b, we can treat the matter fields in this q-number· coordinate system just like those in the usual Minkowskian spacetime. Using this q-number transformation, we have obtained the To define ia, no Weyl transformation is necessary in the case a=O. This is possible because the two-dimensional flatness condition R=O, which is nothing but the integrability condition, (2 ·17), of W", is satisfied. In the d(;;:::: 3)-dimensional Einstein gravity, we have no Weyl symmetry, but only in three dimensions, the flatness condition is satisfied if the Ricci tensor vanishes. Actually, we encounter this situation in the zeroth order approximation with respect to the gravitational coupling constant in a recently proposed approximation method for the operator solution to the quantum Einstein gravity.lO) Therefore, the above q-number transformation is likely to be generalized to the three-dimensional case in this approximation.
Finally, we make some comments on Polyakov's workll) concerning the twodimensional quantum gravity. He employed a nonlocal Lagrangian density
with D=h-lo"g"Uou and worked in the light-cone gauge. His theory is not only non-covariant but also non-unitary. In what follOws, we show that our theory can be regarded as a covariantized and unitarized version of Polyakov's theory. In our Lagrangian density (2·1), we perform the field redefinition (q-number Weyl transformation) given by (8·2) others being invariant, where a (=1=0) is a real constant. Then only the last term of .r G is transformed into (8·3) (see (A·18)). As stated in § 2 (see (A·19)), the first term of (8·3) can be rewritten as hRb'by neglecting total divergence. Hence if we eliminate b (i.e., if we carry out the integration over b in the sense of path integral), we formally obtain (8·1 
where gPv=-hg PV and the metric condition (7Ag l1 =O is used. As for the third equality of (A·7), it is due to the abelian nature of the two-dimensional Lorentz symmetry:
= hhpahvbEab(OvWp-opwv)
= -20p (E PV wv) .
(A·n)
The i, jjA, /3, 6, rand r, and 2 for each of y<1 and y, as seen from (B·6) and (B·7). These degrees of freedom constitute three BRS quartets which are orthogonal to one another as shown above. Thus the unitarity of the physicalS-matrix is guaranteed by the Kugo-Ojima quartet mechanism, if we define the physical states by the following subsidiary conditions:
(B'27)
for ,1=0 and/or 1.
